Team Duemila
Team Duemila operates successfully in the Information
Technology sector, particularly in the tanning Industry,
where it’s the market leader with its ERP software Xtannery,
a management solution for Windows that’s employed by
numerous and important companies in all the major Italian
and European tanning districts.
Xtannery is the result of over twenty years of continuous
investment, during which we have always been proactive
in creating solutions that not only meet the demands of our
customers but also use the latest technology.
In the current economic context, where tanning companies
must regain competitiveness through investments in new
technologies, in order to improve and streamline business
activities, Xtannery can be an excellent tool for business
control.
Constantly expanding and perfecting the products and
services offered to its customers, Team Duemila has started
cooperating with important companies of the tanning
industry for the distribution of Xtannery. Since 2020 it has
also signed an agreement with HUNI to distribute the product
to foreign markets with DataTan 4.0 brand.
www.xtannery.it • info@xtannery.it

“... since 1995, we’ve always
strived to improve our company,
a challenge we pursued with
unrivalled passion...”
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The Advanced Solution for Tanning Industries

Xtannery management software for Windows, was designed to be easily customizable
according to the specific needs of a tannery and adapted to the growing need for immediate
information supply. The software is modular and can be used by any company, regardless of its
size. Entrepreneurs can control business flows, identify critical issues more quickly and make
timely decisions.

Xtannery solves the modern tannery’s biggest
sales problems
ACTIVE CYCLE

PASSIVE CYCLE

This module handles the most common
problems in a modern tannery. It integrates with
the Production module, allowing you to check
the availability of leather through the different
processing stages and to better estimate the
delivery date. It receives data from the measuring
machines and automatically prepares the Packing
list and transport documentation for completed
orders. It provides and receives information from
the Accounting module for customer reliability
analysis. The CITES module is also available.

This module handles all issues related to the
purchase of chemicals and accessories. The
module oversees the hides currently processed
and what follows, with triangulations and possible
enhancements.

CONTRACT MANAGEMENT

This module oversees the physical handling
of materials. It values inventories according to
different criteria and estimates the value of the
hides currently undergoing production.

This module handles the activities related to the
supply of leather and allows you to plan the
related financial activities, determining the total
cost per unit. It is integrated with the Administrative
module for accounting and invoice processing.

PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT
This module handles all the production phases
from the arrival of the leather to the finished
product. Individual or batch orders can be loaded
into the software and the production phases can
be systematically monitored simply sorting and
segmenting the data by different criteria, whether
it’s a specific stock or a customer as well as its
current status. Products can also be sorted by
Line/Family/Article/Color/Availability/Thickness.

This module is integrated with the Chemical
Formulations module to evaluate results and with
the Administrative module for accounting and the
processing of supplier invoices.

WAREHOUSE MANAGEMENT

QUALITY MANAGEMENT
For a complete Digital Transformation of a modern
Tannery, Xtannery also provides a specific module
for Quality, Environment and Safety management.

COST ANALYSIS
This module acquires data directly from the other modules installed and helps with
cost allocation as well as cost forecasting for each production stage.

MANAGEMENT OF CHEMICAL FORMULATIONS
This module oversees the chemical products necessary for the various production
formulations. The formulations can belong to different production stages (Tanning,
Re-tanning, Dyeing, Finishing). It integrates with the purchasing module to
determine the overall cost of formulations.

Il gestionale che da 20 anni ti aiuta a gestire la produzione della tua Conceria

Production advancement with RFID technology

NOVITA’

“AVANZAMENTO PRODUZIONE CON TECNOLOGIA RFID”

In comparison to the classic barcode reading, the operators’ activity is
now simplified. The RFID technology is used to detect the progress of the
tags and/or the production duration.
The operators simply have to place their RFID TAG and the CARD on the
special reader and it automatically detects all the necessary information,
then transfers it to Xtannery.
 A COSA SERVE ?
A rilevare l’avanzamento dei Cartellini e/o i Tempi di Lavoro in Produzione

Interactive analysis and
presentation of company
data extracted from the
management system
Interactive analysis of
purchased stock and
production, to ascertain
costs and yield

XtanneryApp
The most complete and advanced
management system for the tanning industry
available on the market, now for tablets too.
• Check the order status (Bank Statements / Deadlines)
• Get a product catalogue with photos
• Manage price lists (including Color, Availability, Thickness and
Size Variants)

Production efficiency
assessments

• View the last price agreed with customer

Assessment of any
imbalance or issue
throughout the entire
workflow

• Check order status with tags and learn the current production phase

“Point & click” user
interface
Direct export to MS
Excel®

• Sync stock in real-time
• Import customer orders
• Check the status of customers’ payments
• Use the tools available on tablets such as maps and emails to communicate with customers

XtanneryApp for IOS and Android

